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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

webmaster@assembly.ab.ca
FamiliesCommunities Committee
Fair Trading Amendment Act - RESPONSE October 25, 2016 12:47 PM
Tuesday, October 25, 2016 12:47:51 PM

PART A: Submitter Contact Information
First Name: Timothy
Last Name: Bouwsema
E-mail:
Phone:
City/Town: Lethbridge
Are you now or have you ever been employed by the automotive service or repair industry? Yes
PART B:
===========================
Feedback
===========================
Bill 203 is poorly worded, and is worrisome in it's vagueness. Some of the concerns below. Our shop is a member of
the CIAA Alberta chapter, and we support their recommended amendments to the Bill.
Estimate Section:
- An estimate fee cannot be charged If the consumer agrees to and authorizes repairs (The term “estimate fee” could
be interpreted to include diagnostic and inspection fees) Therefore – If a consumer agrees to have repairs completed,
a shop would have to waive the diagnostic and or inspection fee
- Estimate fees would be subject to maximum capped amounts
Recommendation:
Retain the current Fair Trading Act intent but ensure that the language clarifies that any and “ALL” fees that are
going to be charged receive consumer consent prior to commencement

Authorization Not In Writing:
- If not given in writing, authorization must be given in another form that is
deemed acceptable by the regulations
- The regulations do not specify what that form may be.
Recommendation:
That the regulations specify forms of acceptable methods of attaining consumer
consent on authorization. We believe these should include, but not be limited
to: written, electronically expressed (text, email, etc.) and or verbal by phone
with the repairer recording the authorizing person’s name, time of call and
phone number calling from.

Posting Signage:
- Shops will have to post a sign detailing prescribed information of the regulations
- The Regulations will make the shop display the signage in a specific location of their business
Recommendation:
Standardized signage that is legislated to be posted in every AMVIC licensed business stating the consumers’ rights.
The sign should only contain items pertinent to consumer rights such as: estimate authorization requirements, rights
for parts returns, AMVIC contact info, etc.
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Having to post door rates would be unacceptable, as a door rate is not indicative of service, or total repair costs. Low
cost shops can often be higher charging due to a lack of experience, equipment, etc. as well as offer worse
warranties (which are all part of the overall cost / service offered).

Warranty
- Mandatory 90 day, 5000Km parts and labor warranty must be given on all repairs including new and reconditioned
parts
- Repairer will have to compensate consumer for towing costs when warranty is applicable
- Consumer will be able to take the warranty repairs to another shop if deemed reasonable and original repairer will
have to compensate consumer
- If subcontracting or subletting work, the repairer must supply consumer with the subcontractors contact
information
- The consumer will have to go to the subcontractor directly to obtain any warranty
- Suppliers will be responsible to the repairers for “retail” warranty reimbursement amounts
Recommendation:
Instead of the Government trying to regulate the terms of a mandated warranty period, legislate the Repairers to be
responsible for disclosing the terms of the warranty they are offering prior to the work commencing.
This would allow the consumer to decide if the warranty is acceptable to what they are expecting and if it isn’t, then
they still have the opportunity to have the repairs completed at a different facility where the warranty is more to their
liking.
I will be e-mailing a copy of the CIAA bill 203 recommendations to the e-mail address above, as they outline WHY
they recommend certain things better than I could in this form. However, I feel it necessary to speak up for my
industry.
Thanks for you time.

PART C: HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THIS REVIEW?
[ ] Newspaper
[ ] Radio
[ ] Kijiji
[x] Facebook
[ ] Twitter
[ ] Other
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Bill 203 Proposal
Concerns & Recommendations
CIAA (Alberta Chapter)

Estimate Section
Bill 203 Proposal Concerns
Estimate Section:
 An estimate fee cannot be charged If
the consumer agrees to and authorizes
repairs (The term “estimate fee” could
be interpreted to include diagnostic and
inspection fees) Therefore – If a
consumer agrees to have repairs
completed, a shop would have to waive
the diagnostic and or inspection fee
 Estimate fees would be subject to
maximum capped amounts

Current Fair Trading Act


Repairs may not exceed an estimate by no
more than 10% to a maximum of $100.00.



Consumers must be informed and consent
in advance of any fees that are going to be
charged

Our Recommended Amendment
Retain the current Fair Trading Act intent but ensure that the language
clarifies that any and “ALL” fees that are going to be charged receive
consumer consent prior to commencement

As professional service providers, repairers must be held responsible to a
standard that respects and ensures that consumers are always left in control
of their money.
Respectively, our professional expertise merits the right and ability to seek
fair compensation for our services rendered.
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Bill 203 Proposal
Concerns & Recommendations
CIAA (Alberta Chapter)

Authorization Not In Writing
Bill 203 Proposal Concerns
Authorization Not In Writing:
 If not given in writing, authorization
must be given in another form that is
deemed acceptable by the regulations
 The regulations do not specify what
that form may be

Current Fair Trading Act



Requires that the consumer expressly gives
consent
Needs to be more clearly defined as to
what specifically is deemed “consent”

Our Recommended Amendment
That the regulations specify forms of acceptable methods of attaining consumer
consent on authorization. We believe these should include, but not be limited
to: written, electronically expressed (text, email, etc.) and or verbal by phone
with the repairer recording the authorizing person’s name, time of call and
phone number calling from.

It is not practical to expect a consumer to print off, sign and return an
authorization to a shop at all times. What is paramount here is in making sure
that the consumer is able to make an informed decision. If they give consent
there are many ways that that consent can be recorded without actually
having to go and sign off.
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Bill 203 Proposal
Concerns & Recommendations
CIAA (Alberta Chapter)

Posting Signage
Bill 203 Proposal Concerns
Posting Signage:
 Shops will have to post a sign detailing
prescribed information of the
regulations
 The Regulations will make the shop
display the signage in a specific location
of their business

Current Fair Trading Act


This is currently not required under the Fair
Trading Act

Our Recommended Amendment
Standardized signage that is legislated to be posted in every AMVIC licensed
business stating the consumers’ rights. The sign should only contain items
pertinent to consumer rights such as: estimate authorization requirements,
rights for parts returns, AMVIC contact info, etc.
Having to post door rates would be unacceptable

The most challenging issue with our Consumer Protection Regulations is that
consumers do not know their rights or where to go when those rights have
been violated. The majority of intentions that these amendments are trying to
fix are already covered and working under the current Act. Instead of trying to
bring in tougher and conflicting legislation let’s work on raising awareness to
the public of the rights they currently have.
Standardized mandatory signage stating consumer’s rights would be a good
place to start.
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Bill 203 Proposal
Concerns & Recommendations
CIAA (Alberta Chapter)

Warranty
Bill 203 Proposal Concerns
Warranty
 Mandatory 90 day, 5000Km parts and
labor warranty must be given on all
repairs including new and
reconditioned parts
 Repairer will have to compensate
consumer for towing costs when
warranty is applicable
 Consumer will be able to take the
warranty repairs to another shop if
deemed reasonable and original
repairer will have to compensate
consumer
 If subcontracting or subletting work,
the repairer must supply consumer with
the subcontractors contact information
 The consumer will have to go to the
subcontractor directly to obtain any
warranty
 Suppliers will be responsible to the
repairers for “retail” warranty
reimbursement amounts
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Current Fair Trading Act






Government imposed mandatory
warranties do not currently exist. However;
if a repairer extends a warranty and does
not provide what they promise, they would
then be in violation of the Fair Trading Act
and action could be taken against them
through AMVIC
Warranties are very complex and
unfortunately the resources and legislation
to enforce a warranty such as this does not
exist. There are jurisdictional and
workmanship challenges that would be
presented with no fair resolution process
To build a government imposed warranty
industry, the regulator and government
would need much more time and resources
to properly develop such a Regulation. A
Private Member’s Bill to address this would
be very unfair and irresponsible.
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Bill 203 Proposal
Concerns & Recommendations
CIAA (Alberta Chapter)

Warranty
Our Recommended Amendment
Instead of the Government trying to regulate the terms of a mandated warranty
period, legislate the Repairers to be responsible for disclosing the terms of the
warranty they are offering prior to the work commencing
This would allow the consumer to decide if the warranty is acceptable to what they are expecting
and if it isn’t, then they still have the opportunity to have the repairs completed at a different
facility where the warranty is more to their liking

Responsible repair/service facilities take care of their customers and look
after warranty issues by dealing with those issues with suppliers and subcontractors. The tow-back provisions make assumptions that might not be
borne out by facts, insisting that the repair facility do so without more is
unfair and having the work done in another facility and expecting the first to
pay it is likely to lead to abuse.
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Bill 203 Proposal
Concerns & Recommendations
CIAA (Alberta Chapter)

Consumer Education
Bill 203 Proposal Concerns
Consumer Education:



Nothing has been proposed



Consumers frequently do not know
their Rights, whether it is the right to
repair, where they can access service or
what to do if they have a dispute
Current Small Claims Court processes
are slow, cumbersome and frequently
ineffective



Current Fair Trading Act






Consumer Education is currently not
required under the Fair Trading Act.
AMVIC is empowered through one of the
four mandates within the delegated
agreement to assist with Education
The consumer deserves a process that is
quick, devoid of legal technicality,
inexpensive and cost effective. Educating
the consumer that a process such as this
already exists through AMVIC would
definitely strengthen consumer protection
More traction can be gained with
consumers if they are able to obtain advice
from a knowledge person and AMVIC is
already equipped and resourced to do
exactly that

Our Recommended Amendment
Ensure that AMVIC has an effective and well-resourced way to start educating
consumers of their rights and access to existing dispute resolution processes. It
makes sense to utilize a resource that is currently in place with both the
expertise and reach in dealing with consumer issues.
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Estimate Example:
Customer authorizes $150.00 for diagnostic time. After the diagnosis is complete the
customer authorizes an additional $200.00 to complete the actual repairs for a total of
$350.00. But because the customer agreed to have the repairs completed at the same shop,
the shop is now legally allowed to only charge the $200.00 for the actual repair as the cost to
estimate would considered an “estimate fee” and therefore have to be waived. Diagnosis
involves time, material, equipment and skill. It is unfair to essentially have a repair facility
do the diagnosis for free. –We find this unacceptable

Authorization Not In Writing Example:
Customer drops off and signs for a $99.95 insurance inspection. After completion of
inspection the Service Advisor calls the client and recommends an additional $150.00 worth
of repairs. The client agrees and tells the Service Advisor to go ahead. Before the shop is
legally allowed to begin any of those repairs though, the client must first print off the
updated repair order, sign it and send it back to the shop. – We find this impractical

Posting Signage Example:
There would be a sign posted near or on the front counter stating something like:
“Know Your Rights – This business conforms to all laws and regulations under the Fair Trading Act
of Alberta” There would be information about Act and contact information for AMVIC.
– We find this acceptable

Warranty Example:
Client has a shop install a new battery into their car. (The shop purchased the battery from
their supplier at a cost of $95.00 and then charged client $200.00 for both the install and
retail cost of the battery). Client leaves out of town 3 weeks later for a weekend trip and the
battery fails. Client has to have the car towed to the nearest dealer at a cost of $180.00 plus
pay an additional $$250.00 to the dealer to have another battery installed. The client
returns to the original shop who will then be mandated to reimburse the client a total of
$380.00 to cover the towing charges and the original repair cost.
Then the original shop is legally eligible, under the Regulations, to recoup from the supplier
the total $380.00 despite only ever paying the supplier $95.00 for the original battery.
However; despite the Regulations, there are no means to force the supplier to do this nor is it
within the same jurisdiction. BTW-The cause was a faulty alternator but that doesn’t
matter because the Regulations didn’t account for that either. – We find this unacceptable
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